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Construction errors, the crisis, corruption, scandals, a mess ... these are the spontaneus reactions when you see an empty building and an unused architecture. 
We remain surprised and we wonder what there’s behind that empty construction. Our judgement is often attempted to be standardized in front of an abandoned building (after its normal use) and in front of a 
Never-Used one, that represent a clear construction fiasco. 

With the photo-project “New & Unused” I’m trying to focus the attention on the second categorWith the photo-project “New & Unused” I’m trying to focus the attention on the second category, and I try to analyze the situation of some examples of Never-used buildings in different geographical locations, with 
the attempt to understand the causes of the phenomenon. 
The ultimate goal of the project is to make it clear to the viewer that the architecture is often a economic gamble, and its main purpose is not just the answer of a real need (employment, housing, 
infrastructure, etc..). 
The research concentrates on some examples of construction speculation in Europe and around the world, and I found myself faced with an extremely complex scenario. 
I decided to explore the concept in a more symbolic waI decided to explore the concept in a more symbolic way, which will automatically bring the viewer to wonder about the basic reasons of the Architecture action. I decided to work for contrasts, choosing to 
represent the “failures” building: those buildings that after being fully constructed, remain unused from the first moment of their lives, and therefore have never played the role for which were designed and thought. 

The idea was to put the viewer in front of the most striking examples, trying to induce the question of what has been the reason for this construction failure, and abstracting it to better understand the other similar 
cases in the territory. 

Enhancing the great failures of construction maybe the message will be cleaEnhancing the great failures of construction maybe the message will be clear, and only considering unique and big 
examples you will lose the alibi of the generic excuse “it was a small mistake, a miscalculation of no importance and small consequences”. I am deeply convinced that such reasoning, if generalized, are 
dangerous for a territory and for the people who live there. I hope then that if the message is really essential it would be easily applicable to other events of minor buildings. 

I have to underline that the “New & Unused” buildings are not an example of illegality itselves, even if  during the research of useful examples for the project, I discovered that in many cases the border between I have to underline that the “New & Unused” buildings are not an example of illegality itselves, even if  during the research of useful examples for the project, I discovered that in many cases the border between 
legal and illegal is very close and often overpassed. 
Of greater significance is the fact that a “New & Unused” building as well as unnecessary and illogical becomes an example of moral illegality, in which the inability to schedule an architectural intervention, or the 
low quality construction, have consequences for the society and the territory. 

It ‘clear that the diIt ‘clear that the difficult point of this photographic project is the identification of the buildings to be photographed. In the countries with crisis-economies there are more easy examples  mostly due to the cessation 
of  a speculative construction: it is the case of some european countries such as Spain, Italy and Ireland. 
Photographing an unused airport or a residential ghost neighborhood is an expected censure for a type of speculation and an uncontrolled construction bubble. In these cases, the tricky part was the selection of 
the most important examples, do to the large number of New & Unused buildings.

HoweveHowever, I decided to include to my research some other buildings whose causes to be unused are different. For that I focused my efforts even in countries with prosperous economies where the number of New 
& Unused buildings seems to be smaller. However also here there are examples of big architectural failures. They have been caused by planning errors planning or by mistakes of assessment during the 
construction phase. The panorama is not so uniform and clear as the one in the crisis-economies, but at the same way there are astonishing examples of New and empty buildings.  

The goal of this research is to focus the attention on the real need of architecture, when it isn’t answering to some real needs of the societThe goal of this research is to focus the attention on the real need of architecture, when it isn’t answering to some real needs of the society. 
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